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This paper highlights the corporate mission statement as an essential strategic step in the planning 

process, based on its impact on companies� business performance, explained through the connection 

and the influence of mission statement on profitability. We underline the significance of early 

employment of mission statement as one of the first components of a strategic plan, since it is a way of 

explaining and maintaining the strategic intention of a company. This should be of even greater 

importance in transition economies market, in companies with outdated business practices that are 60 

years behind market trends, as is the case of Macedonia. The study addresses three main research 

aspects: 1. the connection between detailed, highly comprehensive mission statement and 

business performance, i.e. profitability, 2. the key components and terms of a mission statement 

connected to performance, and 3. current practices in mission statements in companies, explained 

through the case of Macedonian companies. The methodology includes quantitative and qualitative 

research that explored the way in which 38% of the registered companies in the confectionery industry 

in Macedonia create their mission statements. Primary data was derived from questionnaires and semi-

structured interviews and secondary data - from books, journals and academic articles. Data was 

analyzed with IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 19. Results suggest that highly 

comprehensive mission statements have significant correlation and directly influence companies� 

profitability. The analysis has also shown that companies can easily create highly comprehensive 

mission statement by following a model that includes the key components and terms of a mission 

statement. Furthermore, it can be stated that companies that operate on transition economies market, 

such as Macedonia, do not attend this question with high importance. The limitations of the paper arise 

from sample�s size and the chosen industry, but the findings are useful to entrepreneurs and managers, 

since they provide a more accurate perspective of the significance of mission statement and the way that 

it affects business. 
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Introduction  

At the beginning of the business operation, top management must define the culture and strategic intent as 

key aspects in the operation of an enterprise. The aspirations of the company should have a strategic 

intent, expressed through statements about vision, mission and organizational goals. The mission of the 

company is often presented in the form of so-called mission statement, which projects a certain image of 

the underlying intent of the existence of the company. The mission is broad description of the intention of 
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the company and the type of activities it plans to undertake (!ampbell, 199"). In fact, the mission 

statement defines the business that the company is in, its goals and approach to achieving those goals 

(Rigby, 2011). 

The motivation for development of a mission statement may arise from the objectives that are 

expected to be accomplished with it (!ampbell and #eung, 1991): motivation of employees to achieve 

higher performance, direction and consistency in the allocation of resources, a balance between the 

conflicting interests of different groups of stakeholders. The mission statement can also contribute with its 

impact outside the enterprise (Rigby, 2011): closer ties and better communication with customers and 

suppliers, public relations, external support.  

$owever, regardless of the rationality of the process, it is proposed that the basic purpose and 

motivation for the development of the mission statement should be to enhance the performance of the 

company (Bart and Tabone, 1998).  

Literature review  

The vision and mission are considered to be of great importance for the efficient and effective operation 

of the enterprise. Many research papers identify the mission statement as a tool for strategic planning and 

starting point in building enterprise�s identity! "t is also associated with business performance and survival 

(%euthesser and &ohli, 199"). According to Medley (1992) and Wilson (1992), the existence of a detailed 

mission statement can lead to a '0* increase in the effectiveness of the company. Research shows that 

companies with a detailed, highly comprehensive mission statement have an average return on investment 

of 26.2*, while companies with low comprehensive mission statement have an average return of 13."* 

(Rarick and +itton, 199'). 

Since 1993 until 2010, mission statement is highly popular marketing # management tool, used by a 

large number of managers, irrespective of the geography and the type of economic system in which the 

company operates (Rigby and Bilodeau, 2011). Most of the managers also show high satisfaction levels 

from the effects of mission statements on the business performance (Bain and !ompany, 2013).  

Researc! Met!odo"o#y  

The purpose of this paper was to explore and present the importance of mission statement for the 

competiveness of companies, i.e. the paper examines in detail the relationship of highly comprehensive 

mission statement with profitability (in a given period of time). The methodology included both 

quantitative and qualitative methods, based on the goal to obtain complete picture of the degree to which 

companies in a transitional economy include mission statements in the strategic planning process. Primary 

data derived from structured questionnaires about attitudes on market orientation statements measured on 

a nominal and interval scale, and a follow-up, semi-structured interview (/anuary # February 2012) with 

the managers of 38* (19) of the registered companies in the confectionery industry in Macedonia. 

Secondary data derived from books, journals and academic articles. Data was analyzed with IBM 

SPSS19. The conclusions are given on the base of descriptive and deductive statistics. 

Profitability was measured on 11-degree subjective scale from 0-10, where 0 is - extremely low 

(disastrous), 10 - extremely high (outstanding). The subjective scale is taken as a measure due to: 

1. $anagers� avoidance to provide accurate data that reflect their performance4 and 2. $igh level of 

convergence between subjective and objective scales for measuring business performance, including this 

particular scale (Dawes, 1999).  

The focus of the analysis is the confectionery industry in Republic of Macedonia for several reasons 

(5conomic !hamber of Macedonia, 2013): it is an important part of the food industry with positive 

impact on the external trading balance of the country, because the value of exports of finished 

confectionery products is almost 10 * of the value of total exports of food products4 it employs a 
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significant part of the workforce in the state, and is a major consumer of the domestic packaging industry 

and transportation services. Furthermore, it is a part of the consumer goods market where the activities of 

enterprises should be characterized by a proactive approach to strategic planning and marketing   

management activities. Regardless of these facts, the current market situation shows that Macedonian 

enterprises show a number of weaknesses in the strategic planning process (!ovanov, 2009).  

Based on the literature review about the impact of mission statement on business performance, i.e. 

profitability, it is of great importance to provide sufficient knowledge on several key aspects: 1. the 

connection between detailed, highly comprehensive mission statement and business performance, i.e. 

profitability, 2. the key components and terms of a mission statement connected to performance, and 3. 

current practices in mission statements in companies (through the analysis of current practices of 

Macedonian companies). 

Connection !etween "i#"$y com%re"ensive mission statements and !usiness %er&ormance 

"omprehensive mission statement can contribute significantly to high performance, hence, it provides 

numerous benefits that usually translate into high performance, such as: 1. explanation of the purpose of 

the organization, 2. identification of standards for allocation of resources, 3. focus and specification of 

organizational purposes into objectives and goals, #. identification of core strategic competence and 

market position, $. setting priorities, values and business philosophy, etc.     

Based on the literature review, it can be assumed that companies involved in the process of formal 

strategic planning and creation of a comprehensive mission statement are more likely to achieve good 

financial and business performance. In this paper, the mission statement is defined as highly 

comprehensive when it includes all of the proposed components of mission statement given by "ampbell 

(1996): key intent, strategy, values and standards of behavior. In the absence of even one of the 

components, it is considered to be low comprehensive statement.  

Descriptive statistics (Table 1) shows that  all the companies (100 %) that revealed poor profit, and 

most of the companies (80 %) with moderately poor profit have reported low comprehensive or poorly 

defined mission statement. From the companies that had moderately good profit, $0 % have poorly 

defined statement and $0 % highly comprehensive mission statement. Most of the companies (66.& %) 

who showed very good profit, and all of the companies (100 %) with extremely good profit, include 

highly comprehensive mission statements in the strategic business planning process. That is, the majority 

of companies ($&.9 %) reported that they had created low comprehensive or poorly defined mission 

statement, while a smaller proportion (#2.1 %) have created a highly comprehensive mission statement. 

Ta!$e '( !nalysis"of"the"comprehensi#eness"of"mission"statement"by"companies�"profit. 

 

Pro&it ) Mission statement Cross ta!u$ation 

 Mission statement Total 

'ow 

comprehensive 

*ighly 

comprehensive 

Profit Poor "ount 3 0 3 

% within 

profitability 

100.0% .0% 100.0% 

% within mission 

statement 

2&.3% .0% 1$.8% 

Moderately "ount # 1 $ 
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poor % within 

profitability 

80.0% 20.0% 100.0% 

% within mission 

statement 

36.!% 12."% 26.3% 

Moderately 

good 

#ount 3 3 6 

% within 

profitability 

"0.0% "0.0% 100.0% 

% within mission 

statement 

2$.3% 3$."% 31.6% 

&ery good #ount 1 2 3 

% within 

profitability 

33.3% 66.$% 100.0% 

% within mission 

statement 

9.1% 2".0% 1".8% 

'xtremely 

good 

#ount 0 2 2 

% within 

profitability 

.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

% within mission 

statement 

.0% 2".0% 10."% 

Total #ount 11 8 19 

% within 

profitability 

"$.9% !2.1% 100.0% 

% within mission 

statement 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
In addition, the deductive analysis is based on the assumption of a linear dependence of phenomena, 

according to which it is assumed that the profit of the enterprise is a linear function of the highly 

comprehensive mission statement. Primary zero hypothesis of the existence of nonlinear dependence 

between the events ()0: p*0+ is set in order to be refuted, and to prove the opposite, i.e. the correlation is 

not zero ()1 ! p"#$%! &e'eral! measurements! (ere! performed! using! correlation! and! linear! regression!

analysis, in order to examine the isolated impact of comprehensive mission statement on profitability. 

Prior regression analysis, it was important that some of the underling conditions for linear regression 

are met: 1. linear relationship between the dependent variable and the independent one (confirmed by 

significant correlation association of phenomena and F-test+, 2.there is no multicollinearity between 

independent variables (&IF  "+.  

Pearson correlation analysis shows that at the 0.01 level and Sig. 0.00" (1-tailed+, there is significant 

direct correlation (0.612+ between highly comprehensive mission statement (analyzed by the use of the 

value of mean+ and profitability. Additionally, during a one sided test (t*3.190/ Sig. * 0.00"+, a simple 

linear regression analysis with critical value of the test t df, )! *2.898, according to the rule of decision-

making:  t df, )!(4ewbold, #arlson and Thorne, 200$+, confirmed the linear dependence of profitability 

of highly comprehensive mission statement (Table 2+. 

Ta !e"#$ )ighly comprehensive (broadly defined+ mission statement and profitability. 

Descri%tive"Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation 4 

Profitability ".63 2.033 19 

)ighly comprehensive mission 
statement 

.$23$ .2!8"3 19 

Mode!"Summary 

Model R 
R 

Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 

Std. 'rror of 
the 'stimate 

#hange Statistics 

R Square 
#hange 

F 
#hange df1 df2 

Sig. F 
#hange 
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1 .612
a
 .3!" .338 1.6## .3!" 10.1!3 1 1! .00# 

a. Predictors: ($onstant), %ighly comprehensive mission statment 
 

Coe  icients
a
 

Model 

&nstandardized 
$oefficients 

Standardize
d 

$oefficients 

t Sig. 

9#.0' $onfidence 
Interval for B 

B Std. *rror Beta 
+ower 
Bound 

&pper 
Bound 

1 ($onstant) 2.009 1.198  1.6!! .112 -.#18 ".#36 

%ighly 
comprehensive 
mission 
statement 

#.006 1.#69 .612 3.190 .00# 1.69# 8.31! 

a. Dependent /ariable: Profitability 

 
With the F test (F410.1!35 df141 df241! and critical value of the test F15 1!4 8."0) (7ewbold, 

$arlson and Thorne, 200!) the relation between highly comprehensive mission statement and profitability 

is proven to be statistically significant. The relation of the level of mission statement�s 

comprehensiveness and profitability expresses the importance of the higher le!el of mission statement�s 

comprehensiveness for better performance and competitiveness of companies, hence highly 

comprehensive mission statement also implies higher profits, with the possibility to reinvest for growth 

and development of the enterprise. 

Key!Com"onents!and!Terms!o !a!Mission!Statement!

Typically, the mission statement is prepared by the owner and;or the senior management of the company. 

Thus, it is important to know that besides the elements that are positively correlated with the performance 

of the company (adopted values, social responsibility), there are elements that are found to be negatively 

correlated with performance, such as the presence of financial statement purposes (Bart and Baetz, 1998). 

For that reason the process of development of a mission statement should be approached with high 

attention and managers should be very careful about the certain components they incorporate into the 

statement. The way to identify the basic components and terms that should be included in a mission 

statement can be done over a model consisted of key components ($ampbell, 1996) and terms (Stevens, 

199") that are connected to business performance (Table 3). 

Table 3. "ission statement model of key components and terms. 

$omponents of the mission statement by the 
Ashridge Mission Model ($ampbell, 1996)!

<ey terms in the mission statement (Stevens, 199")!

Intention 
# $hy is there a company% 
# $hat is the basic reason for existence= 
# &or 'hose benefit does the company exists% 

$onsumers;clients;customers 
Investors;shareholders;owners 
$ommunity;society 
*mployees;colleagues  
Management 
Suppliers 

Strategy 
# (o' 'ill the company pursue its strategic goals% 
# )he competiti!e position and key competencies= 
# *dentification of the commercial logic for the 

Fiscal conservatism 
Market share 
Financial measures (sales, profit, return) 
Domination and competition 
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business. !ong perspective 
"lobal perspective 
Research and development (R#D) 
Technology 

$alues 
 !"hat!does!the!company!belie#e!in$ 
 !%etting!priorities!and!core!beliefs,!aspirations,!
philosophy. 
 !&etermining!of!the!moral!logic!of!business' 

Awareness of cost (sense of the value of the 
product%service versus price) 
Social%civic responsibility 
&ommitment%dedication 
Welfare of employees%quality of life 
!earning%training%development 

Standards of conduct 
 !(o)!does!the!company!act!in!the!community$ 
 !*olicies!and!pattern!of!beha#ior!that!support!core!
competencies and value system 

'thics%morality%honesty%fair treatment 
Professionalism 
Aggression%focus on improving 
Adaptation%reaction 
Innovation%creation 
Authorization (transfer of responsibility) 

 
According to this model, the management of the mission statement is a continuous process that 

requires constant review and change. With its use, the present deficiencies in the existing mission can be 

perceived, and%or these can be avoided in the formulation of the new mission statement (&ampbell, 1996). 

For example: 

· Are the values of the management%owner compatible with the values of employees (The observed 
differences can contribute to further development of corporate culture. Such differences may 
easily be perceived through interviews, group discussions and%or questionnaires, after which the 
management must face the need to change the mission statement or change and recruit employees 
with values compatible with the values defined in the existing mission statement)* 

· Are the values in the mission in conflict with the values of the management and%or employees* 

· Are the strategy and the values mutually supporting and reinforcing or conflicting, which can be 
observed through the adopted standards of conduct (If clear standards of conduct can be identified 
in the mission statement, this indicates that there is a close link between strategy and values). 

This model can be used as an analytical framework by which managers can shape the mission 

statement of the company. 

Ana ysis!o"!Mission!Statements!in!Macedonian!Enter#rises!

Formulation of mission statements of Macedonian companies was explored through analysis of the 

existing mission statements in terms of components and terms used in their creation. Additionally, a 

comparison is made with the aforementioned model (Table 3).  The analysis showed that Macedonian 

companies in most cases include one to two components related to the main purpose for existence, i.e. 

intention and strategy, and less - components of values and standards of behavior (Table +). To be exact, 

all surveyed companies (100 /) include components of intent. Most of them (9+.2 /) include 

components of strategy. The situation changes drastically in the case of other types of components, with 

about half of the surveyed companies (+2.+ /) which did not include a statement of values, and more than 

half (42.9 /) that did not include any components of standards of conduct. 

Ta$ e!%& Types of components included in the mission statement (&rosstabs). 

Com#anies!tota !'!Com#onents!o"!intention! 
 &omponents of intention Total 

yes 

Total &ount 19 19 

/ within companies total 100.0/ 100.0/ 

Com#anies!'!Com#onents!o"!strate(y! 
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 !omponents of strategy Total 

yes no 

Total !ount 18 1 19 

% within companies total 9".#% $.3% 100.0% 

Com anies!"!Com onents!o#!va$ues! 
 !omponents of values Total 

yes no 

Total !ount 10 9 19 

% within companies total $2.6% "#."% 100.0% 

Com anies!"!Com onents!o#!standards!o#!conduct! 
 !omponents of standards of conduct Total 

yes no 

Total !ount 8 11 19 

% within companies total "2.1% $#.9% 100.0% 

 
Moreover, analysis by size of enterprises showed that all of the analyzed small businesses (100%) 

and the majority of medium-sized enterprises (#1."%) have created low comprehensive mission 

statement, i.e. have created mission statement with less than the core four mission components given by 

!ampbell (1996). &n the other hand, all large enterprises (100%) and some of the medium-sized 

enterprises (28.6%) have created a highly comprehensive mission statements, which include all of the 

four key mission statement components (intention, strategy, values, standards of conduct) from the 

abovementioned model. 

From the analysis (Table $) it can be observed that the mission statement of Macedonian enterprises 

is mostly explained by using terms such as: product and'or owners as the basic purpose for existence* 

costs and'or financial measures as a strategy for achieving the intention. This indicates that their primary 

focus is on the internal aspects of business operation, without significant attention to other, external 

factors with influence on the market. Few of the companies have also mentioned consumer focus and 

commitment to improvement. +ery few companies explain their mission statement by the terms: 

community, employees, global perspective, R / D, ethics and morality, innovation. Based on the 

abovementioned literature review in the field, it can be said that the terms and components that have a 

significant correlation with the performance of the enterprise (corporate philosophy, company values, 

social responsibility and consumers) are rarely used by Macedonian companies, i.e. the companies are 

unclear with respect to these elements of the mission statement. 

Ta%$e!&' Types of terms in the mission statement (!rosstabs). 

Com anies!tota$!"!Terms!o#!intention! 
 Terms of intention Total 

Product !onsu
mers 

&wne
rs 

!ommunity 4mpl
oyees  

5n 
specified  

Tot
al 

!ount 8 " $ 1 1 0 19 

% 
within 
compan
ies  

"2.1% 21.1% 26.3
% 

$.3% $.3% 0 100.0
% 

Com anies!tota$!"!Terms!o#!strate(y! 
 Terms of strategy Total 

!osts Mark
et 

share 

Financi
al 

measur
es 

Domina
tion and 
competi

tion 

7lobal 
perspec

tive 

R/
D 

Tec
hnol
ogy  

5ns
peci
fied  
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Tot
al 

!ount " 2 6 3 1 1 1 1 19 

% 
within 
compan
ies 

21.1% 10.#
% 

31.6% 1#.8% #.3% #.3
% 

#.3
% 

#.3
% 

100.0
% 

                               Com!anies tota" # Terms o$ va"ues   

 Terms of values 

Social 
responsibility  

Dedication $earning&training& 
development 

'nspecified Total 

Tot
al 

!ount 3 " 3 9 19 

% 
within 
compan
ies 

1#.8% 21.1% 1#.8% "(."% 100.0
% 

Com!anies tota" # Terms o$ standards o$ conduct  
 Terms of standards of conduct Total 

)thics and 
morality 

Professionalism  Focus on 
improving 

Innovativ
eness  

'nspecified 

Tot
al 

!ount 1 1 " 2 11 19 

% 
within 
compan
ies 

#.3% #.3% 21.1% 10.#% #(.9% 100.0
% 

 

Based on independent t-tests of means *t+ -1.98(,/ with  -value of approximately 0 *!arver and 

4ash/ 2012,/ it was found that on average/ small businesses create on average lower comprehensive 

mission statements in compartment to medium   sized enterprises *Table 6,.  

Ta%"e &' Independent Samples Test *small vs. medium   sized enterprises,. 

Grou! Statistics 

 
!ompany by size 4 Mean 

Std. 
Deviation Std. )rror Mean 

5ighly 
comprehens
ive mission 
statement 

Small  6 .#000 .00000 .00000 

Medium - sized ( .6(86 .23(80 .08988 

Inde!endent Sam!"es Test 

 

$evene7s Test 
for )quality of 

:ariances t-test for )quality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 
*2-

tailed, 
Mean 

Difference 
Std. )rror 
Difference 

9#% !onfidence 
Interval of the 

Difference 

$ower 'pper 

5ighly 
comprehens
ive mission 
statement 

)qual 
variances 
assumed 

31.00" .000 -1.828 11 .09# -.1(8#( .09((1 -.39363 .036"8 

)qual 
variances 
not 
assumed 

  

-1.98( 6.000 .09" -.1(8#( .08988 -.398#0 .0"13# 

 
Additionally/ with t-tests of means *t+ -3.#(6,/ and  -value of approximately 0/ it is confirmed that 

medium   sized enterprises create on average lower comprehensive mission statements than large 

enterprises *Table(,.  
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Ta !e"#$ Independent Samples Test (medium   sized vs. large enterprises). 

Grou%"Statistics 
 !ompany by size " Mean Std. Deviation Std. #rror Mean 

$ighly 
comprehens
ive mission 
statement 

Medium - sized % .6%86 .23%80 .08988 

&arge 6 1.0000 .00000 .00000 

Inde%endent"Sam%!es"Test 

 

&evene's Test 
for #quality of 

*ariances t-test for #quality of Means 

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 
(2-

tailed) 

Mean 
Differen

ce 
Std. #rror 
Difference 

9+, !onfidence 
Interval of the 

Difference 

&ower /pper 

$ighly 
comprehens
ive mission 
statement 

#qual 
variances 
assumed 

31.004 .000 -3.290 11 .00% -.32143 .09%%1 -.+3648 -.1063% 

#qual 
variances 
not 
assumed 

  

-3.+%6 6.000 .012 -.32143 .08988 -.+413+ -.101+0 

 
Based on this analysis5 it can be emphasized that the formulation of highly comprehensive mission 

statement5 which is on the other side directly related and affects!companies�!profit, is proportional and 

depends on the size of enterprises. "amely5 it is more likely that large companies would create highly 

comprehensive mission statements as a part of the strategic planning process5 than small and medium   

sized companies.   

Conc!usion""

Results suggest that highly comprehensive mission statements have significant correlation with 

profitability. Additionally5 the linear regression analysis indicates that broadly defined mission statement 

directly!influences!companies�!profitability"!#he!analysis!has!also!sho$n!that!companies!can easily create 

highly comprehensive mission statement by following a model that includes the key components and 

terms of a mission statement. Furthermore5 it can be stated that companies that operate on transition 

economies market5 such as Macedonia5 do not attend this question with high importance5 and have mostly 

poorly defined mission statements5 with one to two components and one to two terms that explain the 

business. This is more evident in the case of small companies5 which on average show less often detailed5 
highly comprehensive mission statements5 than medium   sized and large companies. Also5 most of the 

companies5 especially SM#s5 do not show clearly defined values and standards of behavior in the mission 

statement5 which can lead to other risks in the strategic planning process5 such as under defined business 

objectives and goals5 weak corporate image5 etc.  

This paper provides a proof that the process of mission statement construction enables the 

management to: analyze the existing mission statement5 the need of probable revision5 as well as to 

construct a new mission statement5 if necessary. It is found that the identified components5 terms5 

causes and guidelines for creation and implementation of mission statement in the process of 
strategic planning5 are useful for the business5 i.e. are related to achievement of better business 
performance. #he! limitations! of! the! paper! arise! from! sample�s! size! and! the! chosen! industry,! but! the!
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findings are useful to entrepreneurs and managers, since they provide a more accurate perspective of the 

significance of mission statement and the way that it affects business. 
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